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Dear Educators

In 2012 The McManus plays host to an 
exciting series of temporary exhibitions 
& events, providing excellent learning 
opportunities for schools & teachers.

To mark the Diamond Jubilee, ten of 
the Royal Collection’s finest Leonardo 
da Vinci drawings will be on display. The 
McManus is the only Scottish venue for 
this exhibition.

These works demonstrate the 
extraordinary scope of Leonardo’s 
interests: from hydraulics & engineering 
to anatomy & mapmaking, & his use of 
different media.
 
This exhibition is not only a rare 
opportunity to see some of the most 
fascinating & accomplished drawings 
ever produced, but also a chance to 
engage with one of the greatest minds 
of all time. 

We look forward to welcoming your 
school group for this unique experience!

Contact the Creative Learning team for bookings/enquiries:  01382 307216   
www.mcmanus.co.uk / creativelearning@leisureandculturedundee.com 

August
From late August, this education pack, featuring activities & full info 
on the ten drawings, will be available to download from the Learning 
Resources page which is in the Creative Learning section of our website.

September 
CPD sessions will be available for teachers who would like to view the 
exhibition & try out a selection of our studio based activities relating to 
the exhibition (see primary & secondary workshop activities below).
Dates & booking info for opportunities will be sent to schools.

October - The Big Draw
Throughout October we will be supporting the Campaign 
for Drawing & hosting a variety of mark-making, drawing 
& model-making activities, relating to Leonardo da Vinci, 
in our studio.

Schools can take inspiration from Leonardo da Vinci’s 
fascination with mapmaking; join our artists & use 
sketchbooks to take a line for a walk & ‘Map the McManus’.

November
Classes can join our team of artists for tours & studio based workshops:

Primary Schools: Find out about Leonardo’s fascination with flight & test 
out your own flying creations on our Creative Learning studio runway.

Secondary Schools: Learn more about Leonardo’s interest in human 
anatomy & measuring proportion, then create your own ‘face book’.



The Drawings



Designs for chariots and other 
weapons
c. 1485

pen and ink with wash

20 x 27.8cm 

Leonardo da Vinci made lots of drawings of 
weapons while living in Milan. Some people 
think he wanted to illustrate a military text. 

He offered his military skills to the ruler of 
Milan. He designed innovative weapons: a 
combined bow & shield (to protect archers 
but allow them to shoot); a triple lance 
(with 2 lances mounted on the shoulders of 
a horse; and two chariots with a central gear 
(when pulled into the ranks of an enemy 
this would fling out weights or nails).

Can you find 
any weapons or 

military objects in 
The McManus?



A study for an equestrian monument
c. 1488 

metalpoint on blue prepared paper

15.2 x 18.8cm 

Leonardo da Vinci was asked to create a huge bronze 
monument (3 x life size) of a prince on horseback. 

The early studies show a dynamic pose but it would 
have been too difficult to make. Eventually a clay model 
was made of a simpler, pacing horse. It was never cast 
in bronze because when the French forces invaded Italy 
the bronze was used for defensive cannon. The French 
troops used the clay model for target practise and 
destroyed it!

Activity
Try making your own small model 
(maquette) for a sculpture, using 

plasticine or paper. You will need to 
use your engineering skills to design 
a sculpture that won’t topple over!

What statues 
or sculptures 
can you think 
of in Dundee?



	e head of Leda
c. 1505-6 

pen and ink over black chalk

17.7 x 14.7cm 

In Greek mythology, Leda was the wife of the king of Sparta. She was seduced by 
Jupiter in the form of a swan & bore two eggs, from which hatched Helen of Troy 
and three others. 

In 1505, Leonardo created two versions of Leda and the Swan, no patron is known 
nor why he would have started work on these at the busiest point of his life. 

The first version shows Leda in a kneeling twisted pose, embracing the swan. Later 
versions show similar poses but he changed his plan to show an elegant standing 
pose. Over a decade he created a painting of a standing Leda, but this supposedly 
was destroyed in 1700. Four studies of Leda’s head survive.

In many poses including females, Leonardo used a demure downward gaze. He 
spent less time on faces and concentrated on creating detailed & ornate fashionable 
Italian hairstyles. These styles of complicated hairstyles are common in his work. 

Activity 
Create an illustration of a character 
from a famous myth or legend. Ask 
a partner to help act out different 
facial expressions for your portrait.



Sprigs of oak and dyer’s greenweed
c. 1505-10 

red chalk with touches of white on pale red prepared paper

18.8 x 15.4cm 

When preparing for his painting of the mythical figure Leda, Leonardo da Vinci 
made detailed studies of plants and flowers in his drawings. These were extremely 
accurate and his interest in botany grew. Many of these drawings were made 
using red chalk on coated paper. 

The holes on this drawing show it could have originally been part of a book.

Activity
Record some of the plants, flowers and trees in your garden by 

making a simple tile. Roll out the clay until it is around 1cm thick and 
then cut it into a square. Use cuttings of plants and press these into 
the clay, go over the cutting with a rolling pin if necessary. Carefully 
lift the flower / leaf to see the relief print in the clay. Leave the clay 
to dry, it can then be decorated with ink, paint or ceramic markers. 



	e bones of the foot, and the shoulder (recto)
c. 1510 

pen and ink with wash, over traces of black chalk

15.2 x 18.8cm 

Many renaissance artists were very familiar with anatomy, but Leonardo was one of the few 
who dissected bodies. He made a plan in late 1480s to complete a study and began drawing 
dissected animals and human skeletons and writing notes about anatomy. 

He had access to bodies in a monastery and university hospitals. He autopsied a man of 100+ 
years after witnessing his death. 

At the end of his life Leonardo da Vinci claimed to have conducted over 30 dissections. This 
drawing is double sided & one of 18 sheets. This front right (recto) page shows foot bones. 

Activity
Make your own Vitruvian Man in class! Draw around each person, then draw 
a circle around the figures by using a pencil tied to a piece of string to form 
a compass. Draw the figure in different poses then measure the scale and 

proportion of the body. For example, measure the hip to knee then knee to 
heel, which is longer? How many heads fit in the whole height of the figure?



	e veins and muscles of the arm (verso)
c. 1510 

pen and ink with wash, over traces of black chalk

28.7 x 19.8cm 

This back left (verso) side of the drawing shows arm muscles. 

Not all of the notes on the sheets refer to the drawings, many are notes that Leonardo made 
about what he intended to draw or ideas about movement.

Activity
Create a sketchbook of anatomy drawings. First make 
a simple concertina book by folding a long, thin piece 
of paper in half and repeating until there are enough 

pages. Try to draw individual parts of the face and body 
then experiment by drawing people moving. Half of the 
class can practise dancing and moving in different ways 
while the other half sketch the movements, then switch.

Why do you 
think Leonardo 
da Vinci wanted 

to dissect the  
bodies of humans 

and animals?



A view of the river at Vaprio d’Adda
c. 1511-13 

pen and ink

10 x 12.8cm 

During the French invasion of Italy, artistic life & 
patronage was hampered. Leonardo withdrew to 
the family villa of his young assistant Melzi at Vaprio 
d’Adda, near Milan. At age 60 he was working less 
and less and began no new paintings. He designed 
architectural improvements to the villa and carried 
out dissections on animals. He made numerous small 
drawings of landscapes. 

This drawing shows the Adda, the perspective of the 
river & rocks, a chain ferry and a boat with oxen and 
a herdsman beating the beast.

Why did Leonardo 
make many of his 
drawings so small?



A map of the Pontine 
Marshes
c. 1515, 

pen and ink, wash, blue bodycolour, 

touches of red chalk, over black chalk 

and stylus

15.2 x 18.8cm 

A map of 40 miles of coast near Rome, 
this was probably based on earlier 
drawings and Leonardo probably did 
not visit the area. 

There had been attempts to drain the 
marsh area since Roman times, a few 
popes even tried to do this, but the 
work wasn’t carried out until 1930s, 
resulting in the eradication of malaria.

What does the 
Dundee coastline 

look like?



A costume design for a masquerader on horseback
c. 1517-18

pen and ink over black chalk on rough

24 x 15.2cm 

In court life during the renaissance there were lots of dances, tournaments, masks & plays 
involving sets and costumes designed by famous artists. Leonardo da Vinci designed sets, 
costumes and masks.

When he moved to France, aged 64, it is thought that one of his roles was to design costumes 
for the royal seamstress to the King Francis I. This design shows an exotic costume with range of 
embroidered, slashed, spotted & satin lined fabrics and a plumed hat and spear. 

Activity
Use a cardboard box to construct your own theatre. Cut a large rectangle 

out of the front and the two sides (wings). Paint the box, add curtains 
and create different backgrounds on separate pieces of paper. Use the 
spare cardboard to make freestanding props / trees / buildings for your 

set. Create costumes for your characters then glue them to long strips of 
cardboard which can be held from the wings. On with the show!



Apocalyptic scenes, with notes
c. 1517-18 

pen and ink and was over traces of black chalk on coarse paper

30 x 20.3cm 

This drawing includes four sketches showing scenes from the end of the world: 

(top) - fire raining from thundercloud onto people, mountain crumbling 
(bottom right) - cowering figures burned by raining fire
(bottom centre) - ball of smoke & fire burning over cliffs and pit with boiling sea
(bottom left) - skeletons climbing from graves

These could be representations of a biblical story, most obvious would be the Book of 
Revelation, or of a fireball seen in 1513. Leonardo often wrote descriptive pieces of text 
about catastrophic scenes. This could be described as a sheet of thoughts and ideas.

Activity
On this drawing you can see Leonardo’s mirror image 

writing. Try writing your own secret message by writing 
back to front. Remember to write from right to left!



	e head of an old bearded man
c. 1518-19 

black chalk on rough paper

25.3 x 18.2cm 

As a young man Leonardo da Vinci worked in the workshop of Verrocchio where 
he often used two male facial types. He went on to draw these two facial types 
throughout his life, usually in profile:

- A youth with straight nose, rounded chin & open expression, representing divine 
male beauty.

- An old man with a hooked nose, strong chin & low brow; he experimented with this 
and created a variety of comic grotesques which he is well known for. As Leonardo 
aged his portrayal of old men had more gravitas.

This drawing is on the kind of thick, low quality paper used by Leonardo in his final 
years. A cardinal who visited him said ‘paralysis has crippled his right hand’ and it 
seems there was a slow decline in his health. 

He was an old bearded man painting an old bearded man, so there must have been 
an element of self-portraiture exploring his perception of himself, both noble & 
pathetic, with lank hair, bald head, thin lips, peg-like teeth and a bulbous nose.  



Leonardo da Vinci



The head of an old bearded man, c.1518-19, 
Leonardo da Vinci Royal Collection © 2012 Her 
Majesty the Queen

Leonardo da Vinci is often called a ‘renaissance man’ because he was interested in many different things: 
painting, sculpture, invention, architecture, flight, music, anatomy, engineering, map making, geology and 
botany. Over his life, he experimented different ways of working and left many projects unfinished. 

He kept sketches to help him record and understand the world. Leonardo felt that images communicated 
knowledge better than words. He kept a library & started to take notes on: anatomy, proportion, light, colour, 
perspective, optics, dynamics and statics. Some of his many notebooks were published over 100 years ago.

Leonardo’s drawings are rich, wide ranging and technically brilliant. Some of his most famous artworks include: 
Mona Lisa, The Last Supper, Vitruvian Man and The Creation of Adam. He was a master at drawing faces and 
in The Last Supper he tried to show lots of facial expressions and emotion to tell the story. Like other artists, he 
sometimes used stories from the Bible as inspiration for his artwork.

Born in 1452 near Florence, Italy, he was raised by his grandfather. He learned to read & write, but he wasn’t 
excellent at maths or Latin. He was left handed & often wrote in mirror image.

He practised drawing with different materials like goose quills and ink and metalpoint, which was an extremely 
precise method. As he got older he became impatient with paint and tried to work in different ways. He was 
one of the first artists to draw using red and black chalks, influencing many other artists to do the same. 

He worked on many large paintings, including a church alter-piece which took around 25 years. He was asked to 
make paintings and murals by many rich and important people.

He wrote about flight, birds, stereometry and even gave advice to the Republic on engineering. In 1507-8 he 
performed an autopsy on an old man and made drawings during the dissection.

In the last decade of his life he was not occupied much with painting. He was more interested with his scientific 
pursuits, studying anatomy and the way that water moved. It is thought he had a stroke that affected his right 
side in 1517 and he died in 1519.


